Abstract. Supercavitating vehicle is a high speed object navigating in supercavitating state underwater, such as supercavitating torpedo, supercavitating projectile, etc. Cavitation noise is an important feature of underwater supercavitating vehicle, which is of great significance to its detection and stealth. Bubble cluster generate in the caudal closed area of supercavity around the vehicle. The cavitation noise source is the breakdown of the small bubble cluster. This paper firstly established cavitation noise model of single bubble, and further established cavitation noise model of bubble cluster with Rayleigh distribution radius. Based on this, the waveform and frequency spectrum of the cavitation noise of bubble cluster are simulated and analyzed in the conditions of different bubble radius, cavitation number, environment parameters, etc. The simulation results show that the cavitation noise of supercavitating vehicle is a kind of wide-band radiation noise of "bell shaped" spectrum with a strong middle frequency, and a gradual weakening low frequency and high frequency.
Introduction
When the vehicle moves underwater at high speed, the low pressure of the vehicle surface causes the liquid water changing to the gaseous state, thus producing cavity. With the increase of speed, the resulting cavity becomes larger and larger. Eventually, the large supercavity connected together. This is the so-called cavitation phenomenon. Supercavitating torpedo and supercavitating projectile are common supercavitating vehicles [1] . Researchers have carried out a lot of studies on cavitation morphology and control technology of supercavitating vehicle [2] [3] [4] . But there is few studies on radiated noise of supercavitating vehicle [5] . In fact, studying and mastering the radiated noise characteristics of underwater supercavitating vehicle is of great importance for underwater acoustic homing, detection and stealth. In this paper, the supercavity form on the vehicle stern is simplified as bubble cluster. Based on the single cavitation bubble collapse noise model and the statistical characteristics of the bubble cluster, the cavitation noise waveform and spectrum characteristics of supercavitating vehicle were simulated and analyzed.
Cavitation of Supercavitating Vehicle The Basic Concept of Cavitation
In the flow field, the increase of velocity will causes the drop of liquid pressure. In the case of constant temperature, when the pressure is reduced to the limit value, the liquid begins to change into gaseous. If the liquid is flowing, the cavitation bubbles will move downstream along with the liquid. The cavitation size is changed with the distribution of the internal pressure. When the gas is reentered into the high pressure area of the flowing liquid, the gas will dissolve in the liquid under the pressure. The pressure inside the bubble decreases. Cavitation will collapse disappear. This is the whole process of cavitation. The cavitation number  is a dimensionless parameter that describing cavitation characteristics:
Where, p  denotes the characteristic pressure, V  denotes the characteristic velocity, p denotes the internal pressure of the cavitation, and  denotes the density of the fluid. The smaller the cavitation number, the higher the degree of cavitation. The supercavitation state corresponding to the cavitation number 0.1   .
Cavitation of Supercavitating Vehicle
After the supercavitating vehicle enters the water, its speed improved rapidly in the engine thrust. The cavity will appear on the edge of the bubble generator at the vehicle head. In order to expand the cavity into supercavity, it is necessary to inject gas into the cavity. Through the proper gas filling, the cavity expands gradually, and finally the whole body is wrapped in a gas bubble, and the supercavitation is formed. Because the object that moves in the supercavity has only a direct contact with the water in the cavity of the head. The rest is under the gas package. So it is basically unaffected by the viscous resistance of water. Thus, it is able to navigate at 100m/s or even higher speed.
In the process of cavitation, cavitation bubble collapse and rebound of birth, development, and other process in fact is the process of cavitation volume expansion and compression, accompanied by pressure pulsation. Although there will be pressure pulsation in the process of primary and development of cavitation. But the amplitude of the pressure pulsation is limited, and the effect is little. The energy radiated by the primary and growth stages of the cavity is not yet l% of the total potential energy. In the bubble collapse stage, the radiation sound energy reached almost 40% of the total potential energy of bubble. Cavitation noise is radiated basically in the bubble collapse stage.
Supercavitation Radiation Noise Model Cavitation Noise Model of Single Bubble
Because of the presence of air in the water and the production of gas by the supercavitating vehicle itself, the flow cavitation usually contains air or gas. So this bubble collapse has obvious rebound. When the cavity collapses to the minimum radius, a sharp and high pressure pulse is emitted. This pressure pulse has the characteristics of shock wave. In the process of rebound, as the radius of the cavity varies with time, it will also be accompanied by sound radiation [6] .
A theoretical study of the cavitation phenomena is carried out by Rayleigh. The motion equation of an ideal bubble in incompressible flow is established:
In incompressible fluid, a spherical bubble with radius ()
, the velocity component of the place with the distance R to the center of the cavity is ( , ) u u r t  . For the single bubble, the volume pulsation radiated noise is generally considered. The basic formula for acoustic radiation is as follows: (5) Here, the literature is referenced. The magnitude of the peak value of the sound pressure pulse varies approximately with the 3/2 square of the radius R: 
Cavitation Noise Model of Bubble Cluster
A large number of bubbles, named bubble cluster, are formed after the breakup of the cavity tail area when supercavitating vehicle navigating. The bubble cluster collapse noise model was established in the form of independent superposition of the single cavitation noise. Assume that the number of bubble collapse in the tail region of supercavitating vehicle per unit time is N. The collapsing time of each bubble is independent. According to the principle of energy superposition, the bubble cluster collapse noise is the sum of the N single bubbles noise.
Assuming that the radius R of the bubble cluster obeys the Rayleigh distribution with the mean value a. The probability density function is as follows: Assume that the supercavitating vehicle is in a relative steady state, that is, the number of vacuoles within a unit time and the mean of the bubble cluster radius keep relatively stable. Then, the collapse noise waveform of the bubble cluster is as follows:
Where, n  denotes the beginning time of the collapse of the nth bubble in unit time, which is a random variable that conforms to a uniform distribution of [0, 1] . It is noteworthy that, when N is a finite value, the formula in fact is a sampling approximation of the bubble cluster noise with radius approximately consistent with the Rayleigh distribution. Only when n   , the formula is the noise waveform of the bubble cluster with the radius conforms to the Rayleigh distribution in the strict sense.
Accordingly, the power spectrum of the bubble cluster collapse noise is as follows: It is visible from the figure 1, the cavitation noise formed by superposition of a large number of single bubble collapse pulses, similar to broadband noise in the time domain, and also similar to the single bubble noise in the frequency domain.
The power spectrum characteristics of cavitation noise were simulated for different number of bubbles and the mean radius. The results in Figure 2 show that: the amplitude of cavitation noise increases with the increase of the bubble number. With the increase of the mean radius of the bubbles, the amplitude of the noise increases and the low frequency component of the waveform increases. For the spectral characteristics, the more the number of bubbles, the greater the spectral amplitude of the cavitation noise, but the frequency range is constant. While the larger the mean radius of the cavitation, the greater the spectral amplitude of cavitation noise, and the frequency shift to the low frequency.
. 
Summary
In this paper, the modeling and simulation research on cavitation noise characteristics of supercavitating vehicle is carried out. The cavitation theory and formation mechanism of supercavitating vehicle are introduced. The formation process of cavitation noise is expounded in theory. The single bubble collapse radiation noise model is established. On this basis, the cavitation noise model of the bubble cluster is established for the Rayleigh distributed bubble radius. The characteristics of cavitation noise under the conditions of different bubble numbers and mean radius are simulated and analyzed. The results provide a certain reference value for the study of the characteristics of the radiation noise of supercavitating vehicle. N=10000,a=0.005m N=10000,a=0.01m N=10000,a=0.02m
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